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SLABEL SWITCHING IN FIBRE CHANNEL NETWORKS

Cross-reference to Related Applications

e¢3
The present application is related to concurrently filed U.S. Patent Application No.

10/114,568 (Attorney Docket No. ANDIP008) by Maurilio Cometto and Scott S. Lee and

ri titled Methods and Apparatus For Fibre Channel Frame Delivery, the entirety of which is
¢€3

incorporated by reference for all purposes. The present application is also related to U.S.

C Patent Application No. 10/034,160 by Tom Edsall, Dinesh Dutt, and Silvano Gai and titled

Extended ISL Header as of filing on December 26, 2001, the entirety of which is

incorporated by reference for all purposes.

Technical Field

The present invention relates to fibre channel networks. More specifically, the

present invention relates to methods and apparatus for label switching in fibre channel

networks.

Background

In connectionless networks such as packet-switched networks, label switching has

conventionally been used to allow for various features. However, it has been difficult to

extend label switching into fibre channel network because of particular characteristics of

fibre channel networks.

It is therefore desirable to be able to provide methods and apparatus for using label

switching in fibre channel networks not only to allow faster access to routing table entries,

but also to generally improve fibre channel frame delivery.

It is desired to provide a method for routing fibre channel frames in a fibre channel

fabric, a method for tunneling fibre channel frames, a method for configuring a tunnel in a

fibre channel network, a computer readable medium comprising computer code for

configuring a fibre channel switch, an ingress fibre channel label switching router, and an

apparatus for routing fibre channel frames in a fibre channel fabric, that alleviate one or
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more of the above difficulties, or at least provide a useful alternative.

Summary

In accordance with the present invention, there is provided a method for routing

5 fibre channel frames in a fibre channel fabric, the method comprising:

N receiving a fibre channel frame having a first stack of labels at a fibre channel

Oswitch, the fibre channel frame having a control word, wherein the control word is used by

N a fibre channel gateway to provide in order delivery;

referencing an entry in a label information base at the fibre channel switch based on

the stack of incoming labels;

removing the first stack of labels from the fibre channel frame; and

forwarding the fibre channel frame.

The present invention also provides a method for tunneling fibre channel frames,

the method comprising:

receiving a fibre channel frame at a gateway between a first network supporting

fibre channel and a second network not supporting fibre channel, the fibre channel frame

having a control word for use to provide in order delivery;

extracting the control word from the fibre channel frame to provide in order

delivery;

identifying an incoming label associated with the fibre channel frame, the incoming

label determined using fibre channel routing mechanisms;

swapping the incoming label associated with the fibre channel frame with an

outgoing label, the outgoing label determined by referencing an entry in the label

information base associated with the gateway;

inserting additional labels to the fibre channel frame, wherein the additional labels

are determined using non-fibre channel routing mechanisms, the additional labels used to

forward the frame in the second network.

The present invention also provides a method for configuring a tunnel in a fibre

channel network, the method comprising:
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receiving augmented link state update information at an ingress fibre channel label

O switching router;

selecting a route from the ingress fibre channel label switching router through a
e¢3

plurality of core fibre channel label switching routers to an egress fibre channel label

switching router using the augmented link state update information; and

ri generating a tunnel setup message having information identifying the plurality of

core fibre channel label switching routers.

The present invention also provides a computer readable medium comprising

computer code for configuring a fibre channel switch, the computer readable medium

comprising:

computer code for receiving a fibre channel frame at a gateway between a first

network supporting fibre channel and a second network not supporting fibre channel, the

first fibre channel frame having a control word, wherein the control word is used by a fibre

channel gateway to provide in order delivery;

computer code for identifying an incoming label associated with the fibre channel

frame, the incoming label determined using fibre channel routing mechanisms;

computer code for swapping the incoming label associated with the fibre channel

frame with an outgoing label, the outgoing label determined by referencing an entry in the

label information base associated with the gateway;

computer code for inserting additional labels to the fibre channel frame, wherein

the additional labels are determined using non-fibre channel routing mechanisms, the

additional labels used to forward the frame in the second network.

The present invention also provides an ingress fibre channel label switching router,

the router comprising:

a memory; and

a processor operable to receive augmented link state update information, select a

route through a plurality of core fibre channel label switching routers to an egress fibre

channel label switching router using the augmented link state update information, and

generate a tunnel setup message having information identifying the plurality of core fibre
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channel label switching routers.
O

The present invention also provides an apparatus for routing fibre channel frames in a fibre

0channel fabric, the apparatus comprising:

O 5 means for receiving a fibre channel frame having a first stack of labels at a fibre

ri channel switch, the fibre channel frame having a control word, wherein the control word is

Oused by a fibre channel gateway to provide in order delivery;

C means for referencing an entry in a label information base at the fibre channel

switch based on the stack of incoming labels;

means for removing the first stack of labels from the fibre channel frame; and

means for forwarding the fibre channel frame.

Methods and apparatus are provided for label switched routing in fibre channel

networks. Techniques are provided for implementing label switching based on particular

characteristics of fibre channel networks. By using label switching, mechanisms such as

traffic engineering, security, and tunneling through networks that do not support fibre

channel frames can be implemented.

According to various embodiments, a method for routing fibre channel frames in a

fibre channel fabric is provided. The method includes receiving a fibre channel frame

having a first stack of labels at a fibre channel switch and referencing an entry in a label

information base at the fibre channel switch based on the stack of incoming labels. The

method also includes removing the first stack of labels from the fibre channel frame and

forwarding the fibre channel frame.

According to various embodiments, a method for tunneling fibre channel frames is

provided. The method includes receiving a fibre channel frame at a gateway between a first

network supporting fibre channel and a second network not supporting fibre channel. The

method also includes identifying an incoming label associated with the fibre channel

frame, the incoming label determined using fibre channel routing mechanisms. The

incoming label associated with the fibre channel frame is swapped with an outgoing label,
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the outgoing label determined by referencing an entry in the label information base

O associated with the gateway. The method also includes inserting additional labels to the

fibre channel frame, wherein the additional labels are determined using non-fibre channel

routing mechanisms. The additional labels used to forward the frame in the second

network.

OAccording to still other embodiments, a method for configuring a tunnel in a fibre

N channel network is provided. The method includes receiving augmented link state update

information at an ingress fibre channel label switching router, selecting a route from the

ingress fibre channel label switching router through a plurality of core fibre channel label

switching routers to an egress fibre channel label switching router using the augmented

link state update information, and generating a tunnel setup message having information

identifying the plurality of core fibre channel label switching routers.

According to other embodiments, an ingress fibre channel label switching router is

provided. The ingress fibre channel label switching router includes a memory and a

processor. The processor is operable to receive augmented link state update information,

select a route through a plurality of core fibre channel label switching routers to an egress

fibre channel label switching router using the augmented link state update information, and

generate a tunnel setup message having information identifying the plurality of core fibre

channel label switching routers.

Brief Description of the Drawings

Preferred embodiments of the present invention are hereinafter described, by way

of example only, with reference to the accompanying drawings, which are illustrative of

the preferred embodiments of the present invention, and wherein:

Figure 1 is a diagrammatic representation of a network that can use the techniques

of the present invention.

Figure 2 is a diagrammatic representation of a fibre channel frame supporting label

switching.

Figure 3 is a diagrammatic representation of a routing table in a label switching
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Srouter.

Figure 4A is a flow process diagram showing generation of a tunnel at an ingress

label switching router.
C€3

Figure 4B is a flow process diagram showing generation of a tunnel at a core label

switching router.

C Figure 4C is a flow process diagram showing generation of a tunnel at an egress
C€3

label switching router.

N' Figure 5A is a flow process diagram showing ingress label switching router

operations.

Figure 5B is a flow process diagram showing core label switching router

operations.

Figure 5C is a flow process diagram showing egress label switching router

operations.

Figure 6 is a diagrammatic representation showing tunneling using label switching.

Figure 7 is a diagrammatic representation showing traffic engineering using label

switching.

Figure 8 is a diagrammatic representation of one example of a fibre channel

network that supports in order delivery.

Detailed Description of the Preferred Embodiments

Reference will now be made in detail to the preferred embodiments of the invention

including the best modes contemplated by the inventors for carrying out the invention.

Examples of these specific embodiments are illustrated in the accompanying drawings. It

will be understood that it is not intended to limit the invention to the described

embodiments. On the contrary, it is intended to cover alternatives, modifications, and

equivalents as may be included within the spirit and scope of the invention as defined by

the appended claims.

Methods and apparatus of the present invention provide for label switching of fibre

channel frames. According to various embodiments, fibre channel frames include label

stacks that allow fibre channel frames to be tunneled through networks that do not support
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Sfibre channel frames and rerouted around downed links. Fibre channel frames can also be

O delivered in order using label switching.

In a typical connectionless fibre channel network such as a class two or class three

O 5 fibre channel network, a packet travels from one network entity to the next network entity

C1 based on an independent forwarding decision at each switch. The next hop for a frame is

determined based on information including a destination address in the frame header. In a

Slabel switching domain, however, label switching routers make forwarding decisions based

not on the destination address in the frame header but instead based on label information

associated with a frame. No analysis of the packet header or frame header is needed at each

hop.

Instead, the label in the packet or frame is used to index an entry in a forwarding

table that contains the next hop information and a set of one or more new labels to be used

as the packet is forwarded. The next hop can then use a new label to forward the frame.

Although label switching was originally developed in TCP/IP networks to simplify access

to routing table entries, the techniques described herein contemplate using label switching

in fibre channel networks to enable features such as traffic engineering, tunneling, and in

order delivery in addition to facilitating routing table access. Label switching as

Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) for IP networks is described in RFC 3031.

Several obstacles prevent the implementation of label switching in fibre channel networks.

One obstacle is that some fibre channel devices require that fibre channel frames be

delivered in order. Label switching used in TCP/IP networks often can deliver packets out

of order. However, network entities in TCP/IP networks can handle out of order packets.

Destination nodes typically reorder packets received out of sequence. Some fibre channel

devices, however, can not handle out of order frames. Furthermore, fibre channel frames

do not have a mechanism for carrying labels.
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Figure I is a diagrammatic representation of the network that can use the

techniques of the present invention. According to various embodiments, a label

switching domain 131 includes edge label switching routers 111 and 121, and core

label switching routers 113, 115, 117, and 119. An interconnected set of network

entities that support label switching for forwarding frames is referred to herein as a

label switching domain. A switch that is outside the label switching domain 131

can use conventional techniques for accessing routing table entries and forwarding

frames. In one example, a switch 101 may send a frame without a label to a label

switching router 111. Without label switching, a label switching router 111

typically uses the destination address provided in the frame to identify a next hop

for the frame. The next hop then similarly accesses the destination address and

determine the subsequent hop based on the destination address to continue

forwarding the frame until the frame finally reaches the destination.

Using label switching however, an edge label switching router 111 adds a

label to the frame from switch 101. The label can then be used at a subsequent hop,

core label switching router 113, to access a routing table to again determine where

to transmit the frame. Instead of using the destination address at router 113, a label

is used at router 113 to access a forwarding entry. When a label switching router is

connected to a label unaware switch, the label switching router is referred to herein

as an edge label switching router. Any device that does not support the use of labels

for forwarding decisions is referred to herein as a label unaware switch. The edge

label switching router can be an ingress label switching router when it handles

traffic entering into the label switching domain. The edge label switching router can

be an egress label switching router when it handles traffic leaving the label

switching domain. In one example where a frame is transmitted from switch 101 to

switch 105, edge label switching router 111 would be the ingress label switching

router while edge label switching router 121 would be the egress label switching

router. It should be noted that some label switching routers could be core and edge

label switching routers.

The label switching routers connected to other label switching enabled

routers are referred to herein as core label switching routers. According to various

embodiments, all the incoming packets or frames received at core label switching

routers include labels. Consequently, core label switching routers only need to look

at the incoming label in order to make the forwarding decision. According to other
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embodiments, some incoming packets or frames received at a core label switching router do not

include labels. Consequently, some packets and frames are switched without the use of labels.

It should be noted that a switch can be both a core label switching router and an
e¢3

C, edge label switching router. Edge label switching router 121 is connected to label

5 switching router 117 and 119 while it is connected to label unaware router 105 and label

C¢"1 unaware storage device 107.

Figure 2 is a diagrammatic representation of a frame that can include a label for

r label switching. According to various embodiments, the label switching header 207 is

located between the Extended Inter-switch Links (EISL) header 203 and the fibre channel

header 211. EISL is described in US application number 10/034,160 titled Methods And

Apparatus For Encapsulating A Frame For Transmission In A Storage Area Network by

Thomas J. Edsall, Dinesh G. Dutt, and Silvano Gai, published as US 2003/0118053. The

EISL header 203 includes a label switching indicator 205 that provides information on

whether a label is provided in the frame.

According to specific embodiments, the label switching header 207 includes a stack

of 32-bit words. Each label includes a 20-bit label for accessing an entry in a routing table,

a 3-bit experimental field, a 1-bit EOS field, and an 8-bit time-to-live (TTL) field. The

label value is used at a label switching router to determine the next hop, the stack bit is

used to indicate that the bottom of a stack of labels has been reached. It should be noted

that the label switching header can include more than one label. The time-to-live field is

decremented at each hop like the time-to-live field in a conventional TCP/IP packet.

Although the label switching header described above is included between an EISL

header and a fibre channel header 207, it should be noted that a label switching header can

be included in a variety of different fields associated with the frame. For example, a label

switching header can be included in a frame that does not include an EISL header 203. In

this example, the label switching indicator can be provided in a fibre channel header 211,

and label switching information can be included in the fibre channel payload. However, it

should be noted that a label switching indicator and label switching information can

instead be included in an extended fibre channel header.

Figure 3 is a diagrammatic representation of a label information base In

the example shown, label switching information and routing table information is
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maintained in the same entity. However, a routing table and label switching

information can be maintained in separate entities. An entity including label

switching information is referred to herein as a label information base (LIB). Some

LIB entities may include only a label information base and no routing table

information.

According to various embodiments, a LIB with routing table information

includes entries pairing a destination identifier with a next hop. That is, the routing

tables include a destination identifier column 303 and a next hop column 305. To

support label switching, an in or incoming label column in 301 as well as an out or

outgoing label column 307 is included. When a frame is received, a label can be

used to access an entry in the routing table corresponding to the label in the frame.

In one example, if the label in the frame is 2000, the switch recognizes that the next

hop is switch 43 and the out label should be 3000. In this example the destination

ID is not used to determine the next hop.

In still other examples, the number of labels to push or pop and a

determination of which labels to insert can be made not only using the destination

ID, but also by policies that are configured in the switch. Some policies include the

port number and source and destination pair. It should be noted that routing tables

are provided on a per virtual network basis (virtual storage area network (VSAN) or

virtual local area network (VLAN)). That is, a routing table is available for each

VSANNVLAN the label switching router is a part of. A SAN (or a VSAN) may be a

network such as an Infiniband network.

A variety of techniques can be used for generating a LIB. In one

embodiment, a LIB is generated upon the receipt of link state update packets under

the FSPF protocol. According to other embodiments, a LIB is generated upon

receiving augmented link state update packets. Link state packets with additional

information such as bandwidth availability allowing traffic engineering are referred

to herein as augmented link state update packets. A LIB can be generated

periodically or upon the identification of a change in link state. According to

various embodiments, a newly generated LIB is associated with an incarnation

number. A combination of all the incarnation numbers in a fibre channel fabric is

herein referred to as a topology version number. Using a topology version number

can allow for in order delivery of fibre channel frames. Using a topology version

number to allow for in order delivery is described in concurrently filed U.S. Patent
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and Scott S. Lee and titled MIethods and Apparatus For Fibre Channel Frame

SDelivery, the entirety of which is incorporated by reference for all purposes.

In one embodiment, every time a new routing table is generated at a switch,

the incarnation number is incremented by one. According to various embodiments,

e¢ each label switching router in a fibre channel network not only generates new

0forwnvarding routes toward each destination, but each label switching router also

generates new in labels different firom the previous set of in labels.

The augmented link state update packets can be used to generate

1o conventional routing tables and/or LIBs. Packets received at a label switching

router can then be routed to a next hop by using labels instead of next hop

information in a routing table. Alternatively, packets can be forwarded to a next

hop using label information in place of routing table information. Accordingly,

label switching routers can be implemented without routing tables entirely.

However, augmented link state update packets can also be used to traffic engineer

and select routes not found using conventional routing table mechanisms. In one

example, a traffic engineered route may forward a received next packet to a

different next hop than a routing table would. Furthermore, augmented link state

update packets can be used to specify a route from a source to a destination, whereas

routing table information can only specify a next hop.

According to various embodiments, a source label switching router

determines the best route to a particular destination. The source then sends a frame

explicitly routed to each hop between the source and the destination on the selected

route. A mechanism such as Resource Reservation Protocol (RSVP-TE) can be

used to configure routes. RSVP-TE is described in RFC 3209, the entirety of which

is incorporated by reference for all purposes.

Figure 4A is a process flow diagram showing the configuration of route

using traffic engineering. At 401, the ingress label switching router determines the

best route to a destination based on information such as that provided in the

augmented link state update packets. The label switching router can also apply

other policies for selecting a route. In one example, the label switching router may

attempt to avoid certain links. At 403, the ingress label switching router creates a

tunnel set up message having information identifying the label switching routers in

the tunnel. Any message for configuring label switching routers on a selected route
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to forward packets along the selected route is referred to herein as a tunnel setup

message. At 405, the ingress label switching router sends the message to the next

label switching router in the tunnel. It should be noted that the selected route can be

a variety of different types of routes and tunnels.

In one example, a tunnel established is a virtual private network or VPN

tunnel. In another embodiment the tunnel established is an IP tunnel. At 407, the

ingress label switching router receives a response message corresponding to the

tunnel set up message sent at 405. According to various embodiinents, the response

to the tunnel set up message originated from the destination. At 409, the label

provided in the response message is programmed into the LIB.

Figure 4B is a process flow diagram showing a core label switching router in

a tunnel between the source of the destination. At 421, the core label switching

router receives a tunnel set up message. At 423, the core label switching router

allocates labels associated with the message. At 425, the core label switching router

forwards the tunnel set up message downstream to the next label switching router in

the tunnel. At 427, the core label switching router receives a response message

corresponding to be tunnel set up message and programs the label into the LIB at

429. At 431, the core label switching router forwards the response upstream to the

previous hop in the tunnel.

Figure 4C is a process flow diagram showing an egress label switching

router. At 441, the egress label switching router receives a tunnel setup message.

The destination label switching router generates label information at 443 and sends

a response message in the reverse direction along the same selected route at 445.

Once a tunnel is established, label switching operations may vary based on

whether a label switch is an ingress label switching router, a core label switching

router, or an egress label switching router. Figure 5A is a flow process diagram

showing one example of label push operations at an ingress label switching router.

According to various embodiments, an ingress label switching router receives a

frame at 501 from a label unaware node. At 503, the ingress label switching router

classifies the frame. At 505, the ingress label switching router identifies the LIB

entry corresponding to the classified frame. In one embodiment, an input or output

port identified may be used to select a LIB entry.

At 507, the number of labels and the labels to be pushed onto the label stack

are determined. Any mechanism for holding labels and information associated with
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labels is referred to herein as a label stack. A label stack can be a stack, a linked

list, an array, or any structure containing label information. The frame is then

modified at 509 to include the one or more labels. Modifying the frame can include

updating an EISL header to show that a label is available and placing the label

informnnation into a label header.

Figure 5B is a flow process diagram showing one example of core label

switching router operations. As noted above, a core label switching router receives

frames from a label switching enabled router. At 521, a core label switching router

receives a frame. At 523, it is determined if an LIB entry corresponds to the

incoming label associated with the frame. If no entry corresponds, the frame is

dropped at 531. According to various embodiments, various error reporting and

notification operations can also be performed. Although it may be possible to route

the frame based on a routing table next hop, the frame is dropped in various

embodiments in order to limit the chance of a loop in the network. At 525, the

labels to be popped, pushed, or swapped are determined based on the LIB entry. At

527, the frame is modified to add, remove, or replace label information.

Figure 5C is a flow process diagram showing one example of egress label

switching router operations. At 541, the egress label switching router receives a

frame from a label switching enabled router. It is determined at 543 whether a label

exists in the packet. If no label exists, the packet is forwarded based on VSAN and

destination ID. If a label exists, it is determined whether an LIB entry corresponds

to the incoming label at 545. If no LIB entry corresponds to the label at 545, the

frame is dropped at 553. Otherwise, the number of labels to pop is determined at

547. The frame is then modified at 549.

Figure 6 is a diagrammatic representation showing tunneling through a

TCP/IP network 655 the does not support fibre channel frames. The label switching

router 651 provides a frame to gateway 653. The frame includes a first label 665,

the fibre channel header 663, and a fibre channel payload 661. According to various

embodiments, the frame may not include a first label 665. The gateway 653

recognizes that it is about to forward a labeled fibre channel frame through a TCP/IP

network 655 that does not support fibre channel frames. The fibre channel gateway

653 uses a frame including a top label 675, an ethemet header 677, and a second

label 673. The top label is used to pass traffic from gateway 653 to gateway 657

and the bottom label is used to forward the traffic to label switching router 659 after
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N, mechanisms in the TCP/IP network 655 while the second label is determined by

Sforwarding mechanisms in the fibre channel network.

According to various embodiments, the label switching routers in the

TCP/IP network 655 only operate on the topmost label 675 and do not need to

access any other labels in the label stack. Accordingly, the entities in the TCP/IP

network 655 do not need to be aware that the fibre channel frame is being tunneled

through the TCP/IP network 655. Instead, the TCP/IP network entities merely

e¢ forward frames through the network based on the topmost label.

Unlike conventional TCP/IP networks, fibre channel firames cannot be

delivered out of sequence. Accordingly, a control word 671 including a sequence

number is included after the label stack, or beneath second label 673, so that the

gateway 657 can detect packets arriving out of sequence. It should be noted that a

control word can be included in different fields in the fibre channel frame, such as in

the fibre channel header. Any mechanism allowing a fibre channel gateway to

detect out of order fibre channel frames after transmission through a non fibre

channel network is referred to herein as a control word.

Also unlike conventional TCP/IP networks, fibre channel network

frames are typically not allowed to be dropped for performance reasons. As

described herein, a gateway 657 detects that frames from gateway 653 were

dropped and requests retransmission in order to provide for efficient

frame delivery. It should be noted that by tunneling using labels, security can also

be provided by using network protocols such as Virtual Private Network or VPN.

Figure 7 is a diagrammatic representation showing fast link failover,

according to various embodiments. A label switching router 783 receiving a frame

from label switching router 781 can recognize that a link between router 783 and

router 789 is down even though the routing table instructs router 783 to forward the

frame directly to router 789 through the downed link. Instead of waiting for

conventional link state update and link state record techniques to update routing

tables, labels can be used to more quickly reroute traffic around the downed link.

According to various embodiments, an additional label is pushed onto the label

stack associated with the frame to forward the frame to a label switching router 785.

The label switching router 785 uses the top label with the value of 100 to determine

that the frame should be forwarded to a label switching router 787. The top label is
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then replaced with the value of 200. A label switching router 787 then removes the

incoming label 200 and forwards the frame based on the second label with the value

of 20 to label switching router 789.

The downed link between label switching router 783 and label switching

router 789 is bypassed. It should be noted that traffic engineering using label

switching can be implemented in a variety of different manners. In one example, a

system administrator can manually set up alternative routes at a label switching

router 783. A switch 783 is manually configured to replace a label stack with a

value of 10 with a label stack with a top label value of 100 and a second label value

of 20. Link state information can also be passed into the network automatically.

Although the techniques of the present invention can be used to provide

features such as fast failover, explicit source routing, and traffic engineering as

noted above, the techniques of the present invention can also be used to provide for

in order delivery.

Figure 8 is a diagrammatic representation of one example of a fibre channel

network that supports in order delivery. In order delivery is described in

concurrently filed U.S. Patent Application No. 10/114,568 (Attorney Docket No.

ANDIP008) by Maurilio Cometto and Scott S. Lee and titled Methods and

Apparatus For Fibre Channel Frame Delivery, the entirety of which is incorporated

by reference for all purposes.

In addition to containing the destination address, a frame includes as a

destination identifier an input label that allows a switch to quickly access an entry in

a routing table. For example, a label switching router 804 can receive a frame with

a destination of 2 and an in label of 420. The label switching router 804 can access

its routing table 814 to recognize that the next hop is label switching router 802 and

the output should be 220. According to various embodiments, the label switching

router 804 replaces the frame label value of 420 corresponding to the in label in the

routing table with a frame label of 220 corresponding to the out label in the routing

table 814.

By replacing the label value, the label switching router 804 provides label

information to the next hop router 802, to allow the label switching router 802 to

similarly access a routing table entry quickly. It should be noted that although label

switching can be provided for fast access of entries in a routing table, label
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switching can be used for a variety of reasons. The techniques of the present invention

Callow frames to be delivered in order by using labels.

When a label switching router 802 receives a frame from label switching router

804, the label switching router uses the label 220 to access an entry in the routing table

812. Using the in label 220, the label switching router 802 recognizes that the frame no

longer needs to be forwarded, as the frame has actually arrived at its destination.

SAs described above, label switching may be performed in a variety of network

devices. According to various embodiments, the switch includes a processor, network

interfaces, and memory for maintaining LIBs. A variety of input and output ports, Media

Access Control (MAC) blocks, and buffers can also be provided as will be appreciated by

one of skill in the art.

In addition, although an exemplary switch is described, the above-described

embodiments may be implemented in a variety of network devices servers) as well as

in a variety of mediums. For instance, instructions and data for implementing the above-

described invention may be stored on a disk drive, a hard drive, a floppy disk, a server

computer, or a remotely networked computer. Accordingly, the present embodiments are

to be considered as illustrative and not restrictive, and the invention is not to be limited to

the details given herein, but may be modified within the scope and equivalents of the

appended claims.

Throughout this specification and claims which follow, unless the context requires

otherwise, the word "comprise", and variations such as "comprises" and "comprising", will

be understood to imply the inclusion of a stated integer or step or group of integers or steps

but not the exclusion of any other integer or step or group of integers or steps.

The reference in this specification to any prior publication (or information derived

from it), or to any matter which is known, is not, and should not be taken as an

acknowledgment or admission or any form of suggestion that that prior publication (or

information derived from it) or known matter forms part of the common general

knowledge in the field of endeavour to which this specification relates.
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STHE CLAIMS DEFINING THE INVENTION ARE AS FOLLOWS:

1. A method for routing fibre channel frames in a fibre channel fabric, the method

comprising:

receiving a fibre channel frame having a first stack of labels at a fibre channel

C switch, the fibre channel frame having a control word, wherein the control word is used by

Sa fibre channel gateway to provide in order delivery;

C referencing an entry in a label information base at the fibre channel switch based on

the stack of incoming labels;

removing the first stack of labels from the fibre channel frame; and

forwarding the fibre channel frame.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the fibre channel frame is forwarded substantially

without any label information.

3. The method of claim 1 or 2, further comprising:

inserting a second set of labels into the fibre channel frame.

4. The method of any one of claims I to 3, wherein the fibre channel frame is

forwarded to a next hop based on the entry in the label information base.

The method of any one of claims 1 to 4, wherein the fibre channel switch is a core

label switching router.

6. The method of any one of claims 1 to 5, wherein the stack of labels comprises of

one or more labels.

7. The method of claim 6, wherein the one or more of the labels are associated with

one or more virtual storage area networks.
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8. The method of any one of claims 1 to 7, wherein the first label stack is included in

the EISL header.

9. The method of any one of claims 1 to 7, wherein the first label stack is included in

the fibre channel frame header.

tc,

A method for tunneling fibre channel frames, the method comprising:

N' receiving a fibre channel frame at a gateway between a first network supporting

fibre channel and a second network not supporting fibre channel, the fibre channel frame

having a control word for use to provide in order delivery;

extracting the control word from the fibre channel frame to provide in order

delivery;

identifying an incoming label associated with the fibre channel frame, the incoming

label determined using fibre channel routing mechanisms;

swapping the incoming label associated with the fibre channel frame with an

outgoing label, the outgoing label determined by referencing an entry in the label

information base associated with the gateway;

inserting additional labels to the fibre channel frame, wherein the additional labels

are determined using non-fibre channel routing mechanisms, the additional labels used to

forward the frame in the second network.

11. The method of claim 10, wherein the second network is a TCP/IP network

supporting label switching.

12. The method of any one of claims 10 to 11, wherein the additional labels correspond

to entries in a label information base of a second network.

13. The method of claim 12, further comprising adding a control word to the fibre

channel frame.
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14. The method of claim 13, wherein the control word is used at the tunnel end

Sgateway to reorder frames received out of sequence.

The method of any one of claims 10 to 14, wherein a label indicator is contained in

,O 5 the EISL header.
t",

16. The method of any one of claims 10 to 15, wherein a label indicator is contained in

(7 the fibre channel header.

17. A method for configuring a tunnel in a fibre channel network, the method

comprising:

receiving augmented link state update information at an ingress fibre channel label

switching router;

selecting a route from the ingress fibre channel label switching router through a

plurality of core fibre channel label switching routers to an egress fibre channel label

switching router using the augmented link state update information; and

generating a tunnel setup message having information identifying the plurality of

core fibre channel label switching routers.

18. The method of claim 17, further comprising:

forwarding the tunnel setup message along the selected route.

19. The method of claim 18, further comprising:

receiving a response corresponding to the tunnel setup message, the response

including label information.

The method of any one of claims 17 to 19, further comprising:

programming the label information into a label information base associated with

the ingress fibre channel label switching router.
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C4
21. Apparatus having components for executing the method of any one of claims 1

to 

22. Software having programming instructions for executing the method of any one of

O 5 claims 1 to 
t",

23. A computer readable medium comprising computer code for configuring a fibre

ri channel switch, the computer readable medium comprising:

computer code for receiving a fibre channel frame at a gateway between a first

network supporting fibre channel and a second network not supporting fibre channel, the

first fibre channel frame having a control word, wherein the control word is used by a fibre

channel gateway to provide in order delivery;

computer code for identifying an incoming label associated with the fibre channel

frame, the incoming label determined using fibre channel routing mechanisms;

computer code for swapping the incoming label associated with the fibre channel

frame with an outgoing label, the outgoing label determined by referencing an entry in the

label information base associated with the gateway;

computer code for inserting additional labels to the fibre channel frame, wherein

the additional labels are determined using non-fibre channel routing mechanisms, the

additional labels used to forward the frame in the second network.

24. An ingress fibre channel label switching router, the router comprising:

a memory; and

a processor operable to receive augmented link state update information, select a

route through a plurality of core fibre channel label switching routers to an egress fibre

channel label switching router using the augmented link state update information, and

generate a tunnel setup message having information identifying the plurality of core fibre

channel label switching routers.

25. The router of claim 24, wherein the processor is further operable to forward the

tunnel setup message along the selected route.
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26. The router of claim 25, wherein the processor is further operable to receive a

response corresponding to the tunnel setup message, the response including label
¢€3

information.

NO 

27. The router of any one of claims 24 to 26, wherein the memory includes a label

information base having label information associated with the ingress fibre channel label

switching router.

28. An apparatus for routing fibre channel frames in a fibre channel fabric, the

apparatus comprising:

means for receiving a fibre channel frame having a first stack of labels at a fibre

channel switch, the fibre channel frame having a control word, wherein the control word is

used by a fibre channel gateway to provide in order delivery;

means for referencing an entry in a label information base at the fibre channel

switch based on the stack of incoming labels;

means for removing the first stack of labels from the fibre channel frame; and

means for forwarding the fibre channel frame.

29. A method, substantially as hereinbefore described with reference to the

accompanying drawings.

An apparatus, substantially as hereinbefore described with reference to the

accompanying drawings.
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Figure 3

LSR4 Routing Table

In Label Dest Id Nxt Hop Out Label

2000 Switch 2 Switch 43 3000

2002 Switch 53 Switch 23 3004

2004 Switch 27 Switch 23 3008

301 303 305 307
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Figure 8
I LSR4 Routing Table 814

In Label JDest Id Nxt I-op Out Label
410 1 1 It0
420 2 2 220
430 3 3 330
440 4 CP

1 150
450 5 2 250

3 350

801 Switching

811 (S1

LSR1 Routing Table
In Label Dest Id Nxt Hop Out Label

110 1 CPU
2 4 420

12 2 5 520

130 3 4 430
5 530

140 4 4 440
150 5 5 -~550

815
LSR5 Routing Table

In Label Dest Id Nxt Hop Out Label
510 1 1 110
520 2 2 220
530 33 3 33

1 140
540 4 2 240

3 340
550 5 epu 

LSR2 Routing Table
In Label Dest Id -Nxt Hop Out Label

210 1 4 4 10

220 2 CPU O

23 0 3 5 3 0

20 4 j 4 440
250 5 550

LSR3 Routing Table
In Label Dest Id Nxt Hop Out Label

310 1 4 410
5 510

30 2 4 420
320 520

3'3)0 3 CPUA 
340 4 4 440
350 5 5 540
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